901R UNIVERSAL 2K PLASTIC PS
DEDICATED PLASTIC PRIMER-SURFACER

901R (white) from Cromax is a 2K ValueShade plastic primer-surfacers that improve topcoat coverage. 901R is based on special polymers, extremely resistant to stone chipping, and can be applied directly on OEM exterior plastics without adhesion promoter or substrate testing.

Passenger Car and Commercial Vehicle Use

FEATURES
- Suitable for most common OEM plastic parts on vehicle exterior
- No adhesion promoter needed; easy mixing ratio
- Good filling properties
- Pre-flexibilised primer surfacer
- Part of the ValueShade concept

BENEFITS
- No complicated testing required
- Less stock holding; simplified stock control
- Improved productivity
- Excellent stone-chip resistance
- Less topcoat consumption

WHERE TO BUY

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE VALUESHADE CONCEPT